Euro Beverage Crate : Technical details
1083.000 - 20x50cl

1084.001 - 20x50cl

Ext. (mm)
Weight
Stacking
Type of bottle

Ext. (mm)
Weight
Stacking
Type of bottle

400 x 301 x 263
1.73
Column
Glass

400 x 301 x 263
1.78
Column
Glass

Developed for 20 bottles
Max. Bottle diameter : 72.1mm
Max. Bottle height: 229.6mm
Pocket size: 72.8mm
Pocket height: 133mm
Pocket type: Linear
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Version with corner ribbing for retro look

Version with design ribs
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Innovating your logistics for a better world
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Version with flat surface

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Euro Beverage crates : a sleek design to fit 0.5l Euro bottles
Environmental friendly

High Performance crate

Crates are fully recyclable and made
out of HDPE virgin or regrind

Crate conform the high requirements of the brewery,
developed to be stacked 5 layers per pallet.

Ergonomic designed handles
The well-rounded airmould lamella handles on
all 4 sides allow high carrying comfort.

Lightweight crate in durable design
The corners are protected to keep your crate
nice, even after long-term usage.

Large branding exposure
Large area to brand and customize the crate with
silkscreen printing which enhances the retro style of the
beverage crate.

More than one crate
The crate is available in 3 different designs
and in a variety of colours. The version with
the ribbing creates a more retro style crate.

Euro Beverage
Crates

3 variants to welcome 50cl Euro Bottles. Maximized
brand awareness thanks to the large label areas.

High visibility of the bottles
The large airmould lamella’s enable
visibility of the contents.

